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Rey ResouRces
Oil & gas gear shift
Coal explorer and developer Rey Resources is diversifying its energy assets in Western 
Australia’s Canning Basin to focus on two highly prospective oil & gas permits in the area
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The cANNINg BAsIN in Western Australia encom-

passes both land and sea, covering a total area of 

640,00km2, of which 530,000km2 is onshore. It 

was first explored for petroleum in the early 1920s 

and has been recognised as having prospective 

coal, oil and gas resources, yet remains substan-

tially underexplored today.

Australian exploration company Rey Re-

sources Limited (ASX: REY) was incorporated in 

2006 to take advantage of that fact; its initial 

aim being to acquire thermal coal exploration 

assets in the basin. It delivered on this aim with 

the Duchess Paradise Project, which now has 

strategic existing port access for its export-quality 

coal (bituminous 5,500kcal/kg) for when it 

reaches production.

Rey has developed the project to the permit-

ting stage and, in 2011, completed a Definitive 

Feasibility Study that identified a resource of 305 

million tonnes (Mt) in the upper seam and 26Mt 

of reserves for high-wall mining, as well as calcu-

lated a 10-year mining and export operation with 

an export rate of up to 2.5Mtpa. Rey is currently 

talking to a potential joint venture partner to realise 

the value of its substantially progressed Duchess 

Paradise Project. However, with coal prices softer 

than they were, the company has also taken a new, 

“company transforming” direction.
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Energy diversification
Rey has held a 10% interest in two oil & gas 

exploration permits called the Fitzroy Blocks in 

the Canning Basin since 2006, but in March this 

year the company increased that holding by a 

further 15%. Managing director Kevin Wilson – a 

geologist with more than 25 years’ experience in 

the minerals and finance industries – says it was 

a timely opportunity to reposition the company 

during a period of softer coal prices.

“We’d always wanted to increase our per-

centage ownership in these blocks and in recent 

years we’d come to really recognise their value, 

particularly since Buru did some regional drilling 
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that elevated the prospectivity of the region,” 

says Wilson.

This drilling took place at Ungani, about 10km 

northwest of the Fitzroy Blocks, and in the Paradise/

Valhalla area to the northeast. Significant oil was 

discovered at Ungani, enough for a 5,000 barrel 

per day operation, while Paradise/Valhalla was 

found to have significant gas intercepts in a geo-

logical unit called the Laurel Formation. “These 

results demonstrate great potential for commer-

ciality in both conventional and unconventional 

oil and gas, so have made our leases much more 

attractive,” comments Wilson.

“We took an opportunity during a renegotiation 

between the operator Buru Energy Limited (ASX: 

BRU) and the owner of the largest percentage of 

the blocks to start positioning Rey for some very 

exciting energy growth prospects.”
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These neighbouring discoveries are crucial, 

given that very little drilling has been done in the 

Fitzroy Blocks at this point. Wilson expects that 

Buru will be doing seismic work on the blocks this 

year, followed by drilling next year.

Watching and waiting
Over the next 12 months, Rey’s main priority will 

be closing the deal on the Fitzroy Blocks, which 

at this point is still awaiting final approval from 

the Western Australian government. It will then 

be working with Buru to ensure the successful 

completion of seismic work and exploration on 

the permits, while investigating other oil oppor-

tunities in the Canning Basin.

With its oil and gas leases undeveloped as yet 

and its coal project going through approvals, it’ll be 

a while yet before Rey is making a significant profit. 

Nevertheless, Wilson believes the company has a 

great deal going for it.

“We’re an attractively-priced entry for inves-

tors into what is an exceptional address in the 

Canning Basin,” he says. “Our permits are right 

in the middle of the basin, cutting across three 

major prospective trends; so, with a bit of good 

fortune, we certainly have an expectation of 

success for both oil in the conventional play and 

gas in the unconventional play.”

Building on its leadership position in the 

region, the company aims to be part of successful 

oil and gas producing business within five years’ 

time. It is ambitious but, as recent events in the 

basin have demonstrated, things can escalate 

quickly in oil and gas exploration.

“When Buru discovered oil at Ungani and gas 

at Paradise/Valhalla – both of which are close 

to our lease boundaries – it moved from being 

a about a $50 million company to being a $500 

million company on the basis of those discoveries,” 

says Wilson. It goes without saying that if Rey’s 

leases deliver as expected, great success could 

be just around the corner.  AuB  
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“Our permits are right in the middle of the basin, cutting across three 
major prospective trends; so, with a bit of good fortune, we certainly 
have an expectation of success for both oil in the conventional play 
and gas in the unconventional play”

– Kevin Wilson, managing director
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